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Abstract: With automated vehicles (AVs), reversible lanes could be a sustainable transportation
solution once there is vehicle-to-infrastructure connectivity informing AVs about the lane configuration
changes. This paper introduced the reversible lane network design problem (RL-NDP), formulated in
mixed-integer non-linear mathematical programming—both the traffic assignment and the reversible
lane decisions were embedded. The model was applied on an hourly basis in the case study of the city
of Delft, the Netherlands. Reversible lanes are examined under no traffic equilibrium (former paths are
maintained); user-equilibrium (UE) assignment (AVs decide their own paths); and system-optimum
(SO) traffic assignment (AVs are forced to follow SO paths). We found out that reversible lanes reduce
congested roads, total travel times, and delays up to 36%, 9%, and 22%, respectively. The SO scenario
was revealed to be beneficial in reducing the total travel time and congested roads in peak hours,
whereas UE is equally optimal in the remaining hours. A dual-scenario mixing SO and UE throughout
the day reduced congested roads, total travel times, and delay up to 40%, 8%, and 19%, respectively,
yet increased 1% in travel distance. The spatial analysis suggested a substantial lane variability in the
suburbs, yet a strong presence of reversible lanes in the city center.

Keywords: Automated Vehicles; Smart Cities; Reversible Lanes; Network Design; Optimization

1. Introduction

Reversible lanes are road car traffic lanes whose flow direction can be changed to accommodate
an increase in demand in one of the directions. Currently, this strategy is applied to median lanes in
multilane roads. Up until now, reversible lanes are of complex implementation because of the difficult
adjustment for human driving and the need for investment in variable traffic signs [1]. Previous
research on road safety has always revealed that reversible lanes have negative impacts on road safety.
With the promise of vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication and vehicle automation, car-to-car
frontal crashes in reversible lanes could be highly mitigated [2].

The new automated vehicles (AVs) paradigm unveils an increasing travel demand accruing, for
instance, from the citizens that were not able to drive previously, e.g., the elderly and youth [3], but
also from the ride-hailing services which somewhat complement mass transit and induce a change
in behavior detrimental to public transportation [4,5]. Such increasing demand depends on the
willingness towards AVs, which is promising in the next decades [6,7]. This AV disruption may
compromise the sustainability of the whole traffic system, requiring innovative transportation solutions
in this automated mobility transition [8].
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In this sense, the AVs paradigm clearly supports the use of reversible lanes in urban environments,
as long as V2I guarantees that vehicles are informed of such changes. As reversible lanes have a direct
impact on road capacity, the following research questions arise: Can reversible lanes contribute to
mitigating congestion in urban areas? In what terms does an enforced system-optimal perspective
allied with reversible lanes implementation contribute to the traffic system? What main impacts can
one expect from this strategy?

Hitherto, research on the topic of reversible lanes has focused on signalized intersections and
median lane problems [9,10]. Reversible lane problems assume that there would be at least one lane in
each road direction, but that assumption is no longer needed once vehicles become automated and
a smart system is put in place to control the roadway layout. AVs’ driving task will be performed
automatically and autonomously and, under a connected traffic control system, be informed of the
road lane configuration dynamically [11]. The roadway layout would then be decided dynamically as
a function of the ongoing traffic flow to achieve the maximum benefits of this strategy.

This futuristic vision leads to a novel network design problem proposed in this paper, designated
as the Reversible Lane Network Design Problem (RL-NDP) for AV traffic. The RL-NDP is formulated
as a macroscopic mathematical model in a mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem.
We aim at replicating the upcoming benefits of reversible lanes at a network level and testing their
effects in two distinct traffic assignment mechanisms: user-equilibrium (UE) versus system-optimum
(SO) traffic assignment, i.e., the selfish and unselfish behavior, respectively. The number of lanes for
each road direction is optimized, while a traffic assignment equilibrium is computed for the given
traffic demand (trips) and supply (road capacity).

To extract the first tentative conclusions, we use the case study city of Delft in the Netherlands,
where the reversible lanes vary dynamically on an hourly base. First, we model the current traffic
situation, i.e., without reversible lanes in UE conditions. Then, reversible lanes are evaluated under
the following scenarios: the first days of the implementation of reversible lanes, while drivers still
follow the previous driving paths (current scenario); a selfish scenario under the UE traffic assignment,
replicating a situation where AVs choose their own paths; and third, a hypothetical futuristic social
scenario under an SO traffic assignment that is only possible if V2I is controlling AV paths. A resulting
scenario is derived from the comparative analysis of UE and SO scenarios—the minimization of
congested roads and total delay are the criteria. Such a dual-scenario reflects a situation where AVs are
forced to follow system-optimal paths in specific hours of the day and can decide their journey in the
remaining part of the day.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a background literature
review focused on the reversible lane problem. Section 3 introduces the RL-NDP formulation as an
MINLP problem. In Section 4, the application to the Delft case study is explained. Finally, Section 5
reports the main conclusions and presents some suggestions for future work.

2. Background

In general, the literature around reversible lanes has been increasing over the last two
decades—with reinforced attention in the last few years. However, it is important to note that
this growing trend alone hides the strong variability in the research output of the topic. In the early
2000s, the benefits of such a strategy were evident in road capacity increase and were applied in many
facility types [12,13]. However, in the human-driven vehicles paradigm, traffic conflicts have been
identified due to the human maladaptation to reversible lanes, which leads to low operating efficiency
and a low lane utilization rate [1,14]. In practice, reversible lanes are applied as median reversible
lanes in bridges [9] and freeway construction zones [15]. More recently, a few researchers have made
attempts to study the impact of reversible lane operation for homogeneous traffic [15–17]. Reference [18]
investigated the cooperative bargain for the separation of traffic flows in smart reversible lanes, focused
on disseminating messages under global traffic information to make consistent movements when
separating the flows.
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The decision problem regarding reversible lanes is also linked to the study of the contraflow
problem, usually studied regarding evacuation operations [19]. Reversible lanes in the context of AVs
are therefore a form of network design problem, both at the tactical (e.g., the orientation of streets,
lane allocation, and exclusive lanes) and at the operational level (e.g., scheduling problem). Typically
formulated as bi-level, the upper-level decides on the lanes, changing their performance depending
on the lower-level travelers’ routing decisions [20]. The formulation of such a problem transforms,
therefore, two problems in a complex problem with an NP-hard solving nature [21]. Heuristics,
metaheuristics, and iterative optimization methods usually deal with this complexity, yet a local
optimum may be found instead of the global optimum.

Most of the existing research related to reversible lanes involves the optimization of signalized
intersections, from a microscopic perspective. Reference [22] presented a methodology using genetic
algorithms and micro-simulation techniques (AIMSUN) to estimate possible gains for real-time lane
topological changes in a small network with eight signalized junctions, while assuming an advanced
traffic information system. In [23], a single-level optimization model was developed, formulated
in mixed-integer linear programming (MILP), to design median reversible lanes while accounting
for the turns and signal-timing features, in an urban corridor with three signalized intersections.
Reference [10] defined a bi-level problem to optimize the capacity of the signalized road network by
allocating reversible lanes in the upper level, and then performed a deterministic UE assignment,
solved by genetic algorithms, and applied the method to a numerical example. In [24], the focus was
on signalized diamond interchanges, presenting a binary mixed-integer linear program (BMILP) that
simultaneously optimizes lane markings, dynamic usage of the reversible lane, and signal timings.
In [17], a novel microsimulation model was proposed to evaluate the impact of (median) reversible
lanes operation on urban undivided roads in mixed traffic, which revealed a road capacity increase of
20%, on average.

Most of the literature concerning reversible lanes has been focused on emergency rescue and
evacuation in metropolitan regions threatened by hurricanes and catastrophes [19,25–28]. Looking at
traffic operations, [29] optimized reversible lanes within a traffic network by formulating a bi-level
program, minimizing the total system cost based on flow entropy at the upper-level, and on the lower
level the stochastic UE assignment; this was solved by a chaotic optimization algorithm. Reference [30]
proposed a simulation-based optimization problem on a grid network, through a bi-level formulation
for the time-varying lane-based capacity reversibility problem, and solved it by genetic algorithms
and the VISTA simulator, which simulates traffic in UE conditions. In [31], a bi-level model that
considers queueing at signalized junctions was proposed: the upper model optimizes the reversible
lane assignment, which can be solved with the enumeration method or the Monte Carlo algorithm
for small and large networks, respectively; the lower level is a stochastic UE model that is solved
by the method of successive averages. Recently, [32] proposed a new approach of considering the
influence of intersections and tested, in a numerical example, their modified algorithm, which finds
critical edges to add directional node weights, on the basis of the maximal capacity path algorithm
for the classical maximum flow problem. Reference [33] proposed a histogram-based estimation of
a distribution algorithm to solve the optimization problem of reversible lanes as a bi-level problem,
which revealed better convergence, speed, and precision than the genetic algorithms. Within the topic
of AVs, [11] combined reversible lanes with AV routing and scheduling, although it was limited by not
considering congestion (travel times are an input).

Most of these studies have been formulated as bi-level problems to account for both the perspective
of system-optimal design and travelers’ selfish routing behavior. They are generally solved in two-parts
through metaheuristics (e.g., genetic algorithms), making the search for the optimal solution hard
and mostly undetermined. Our proposal for a single-level optimization model puts together both
perspectives in a simpler formulation. It considers traffic congestion and tests the reversible lanes’
traffic strategy interaction with the traffic assignment problem in UE and/or SO conditions. The
complexity of solving the problem is reduced, and global optimality can be guaranteed. Joining such
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interaction between the reversible lanes’ strategy and the traffic assignment method makes this problem
highly combinatorial. Its calculation time is proportional to the network size and travel demand.

UE considers two main assumptions [34]: first, all users have identical driving behavior; second,
users have full information (i.e., travel time on every possible path), meaning that they consistently
make the correct decisions regarding path choice. The SO assumes that vehicles choose their paths in
order to benefit the whole social system [35]. These assumptions can only be made in a scenario where
vehicles will be directed to choose specific paths without the intervention of human drivers—a reality
in a future with fully automated vehicles. Smart cities with a connected traffic control system with V2I
being aware of the traffic situation (e.g., congested roads, accidents, and construction work) can inform
and instruct vehicles to make socially desirable path choices.

3. The Reversible Lane Network Design Problem (RL-NDP)

3.1. Mathematical Formulation

The following mathematical formulation is a single-level problem, deciding on the reversible lanes
while performing the traffic assignment in the same problem. It admits periodic lane reconfigurations,
given a specific time-varying demand—i.e., Origin-Destination (OD) matrix for AVs for different
periods of the day. We assumed that there is 100% coverage of V2I communication, and all AVs
are equipped with this technology so that they are informed of the lane configuration throughout
the network.

This is a network optimization problem from a macro modeling perspective. All lanes are
considered potentially reversible, and at every road intersection, the model guarantees that at least one
lane converges or diverges from that node.

The interaction between the reversible lanes and intersection performance was not evaluated in
this paper, as signal control in a scenario with AVs might not be needed, and such performance is still
mostly unknown. Also, pedestrians’ interaction with reversible lanes was not part of the main problem,
though naturally there should be traffic lights managing their crossing for road safety reasons.

Sets
N = {1, . . . , i, . . . , I}: set of nodes in the network, where I is the number of nodes.
R =

{
. . . , (i, j), . . .

}
∀

{
i, j

}
∈ N∩ i , j: set of links of the road network where vehicles move.

P =
{
. . . , (o, d), . . .

}
∀ {o, d} ∈ N∩ o ,

d:
set of origin–destination pairs that represent the travel demand in the
network, i.e., Dh,h+1

od > 0.
H = {1, . . . , h, . . . , T}: set of time periods, where T is the number of time periods (e.g., hours).

Parameters

D h,h+1
od : demand trips from an origin node o towards a destination node d, of period h to h + 1,

∀ (o, d) ∈ P ∩ h ∈ H.
tmin
ij : minimum driving travel time in free-flow speed at the link (i, j) ∈ R, expressed in hours.

Lcurrent
i j : the current number of lanes at the link (i, j) ∈ R.

Clane
i j : lane capacity of the link (i, j) ∈ R, expressed in vehicles for the period of analysis.

M: big number.

Decision variables

lh,h+1
i j : integer variable equal to the number of lanes of each road link (i, j) ∈ R, of period h to h + 1,∀ h ∈ H

f h,h+1
i jod : continuous variable that corresponds to the flow of AVs in each link (i, j) ∈ R and each OD pair

(o, d) ∈ P∩Dh,h+1
od > 0, of period h to h + 1,∀ h ∈ H.
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Objective Function
The objective function (1) minimizes the traffic assignment function in UE conditions. The

alternative objective function (2) reproduces the SO traffic assignment:

Min(UE) =
∑

(i, j)∈R

∫ f h,h+1
i j

0
th,h+1
i j d f , (1)

Min(SO) =
∑

(i, j)∈R

f h,h+1
i j th,h+1

i j . (2)

The Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) function (3) reflects the link performance functions, with α and
β as parameters. Note that 1

M is added to allow the dynamic change from two-way to one-way roads
(zero lanes in one of the directions):

th,h+1
i j = tmin

ij

1 + α

 f h,h+1
i j

lh,h+1
i j Clane

i j + 1
M


β (3)

Constraints
The objective functions are subject to the following constraints (4)–(13).
Constraints (4)–(6) define the traffic assignment problem. For each OD pair, AV flows are generated

(4) in the origin node o, absorbed (5) in the destination node d, and there is flow conservation (6) in the
intermediate nodes. ∑

j∈N

f h,h+1
ojod = Dh,h+1

od ∀ (o, d) ∈ P, h ∈ H (4)

∑
j∈N

f h,h+1
jdod = Dh,h+1

od ∀ (o, d) ∈ P, h ∈ H (5)

∑
j∈N

f h,h+1
i jod −

∑
j∈N

f h,h+1
jiod = 0∀i ∈ N, (o, d) ∈ P, h ∈ H, i , {o, d} (6)

Constraints (7)-(11) define the reversible lanes problem. The first three constraints set the lower
bound of the lane decision variables. In the intermediate nodes (7), flow is passing through, and
constraints (6) already ensure that there is at least one lane converging and diverging from every node,
since the flow arriving must leave that node. However, in nodes (intersections) that generate or absorb
trips, there must be one lane that converges and diverges to and from that node—constraints (8) and
(9). Constraint (10) sets the upper bound, i.e., the number of lanes of both road directions. Constraint
(11) ensures that the sum of the lanes of both directions must correspond to the existing number of
lanes on both sides of the road.

lh,h+1
i j ≥ 0 ∀ (i, j) ∈ R, h ∈ H (7)∑

j∈N

l
h,h+1hih f

jo ≥ 1 ∀o ∈ N,
∑
d∈N

Dh,h+1
od > 0, h ∈ H (8)

∑
j∈N

l
h,h+1hih f

dj ≥ 1 ∀d ∈ N,
∑
o∈N

Dh,h+1
od > 0, h ∈ H (9)

lh,h+1
i j ≤ Lcurrent

i j + Lcurrent
ji ∀ (i, j) ∈ R, h ∈ H (10)

lh,h+1
i j + lh,h+1

ji = Lcurrent
i j + Lcurrent

ji , ∀ (i, j) ∈ R, h ∈ H (11)
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Constraints (12) and (13) set the domain of the decision variables.

lh,h+1
i j ∈ N0

∀ (i, j) ∈ R, h ∈ H (12)

f h,h+1
i jod ∈ R ∀ (o, d) ∈ P, (i, j) ∈ R, h ∈ H (13)

3.2. Scenarios

In order to understand the benefits of reversible lanes and their traffic implications, we ran four
scenarios, detailed in Table 1. Scenario O was the base scenario, and it represents the current traffic UE
situation without reversible lanes. Scenario A represented the first days of implementation, showing
the immediate impacts (short-term) of reversible lanes, whereby AVs could still be following their
previous paths (from scenario O). In scenario B, the model optimized the reversible lane problem
while performing a UE, meaning that AVs chose their path by minimizing their individual travel times
(selfish behavior), i.e., a UE scenario likely to happen in the long-term if there is no centrally-managed
traffic system. Scenario C optimized the reversible lane problem under a SO traffic assignment, which
is only possible if the system (with V2I connectivity) gives instructions to AVs during their trips, forcing
them to follow the system-optimal paths (unselfish behavior).

Table 1. Scenario descriptions.

Traffic Assignment Reversible
Lanes

Mathematical
Model

Scenario O Current traffic situation without
reversible lanes UE No NLP

Scenario A
First days after implementing
reversible lanes, AVs follow
previous paths (scenario O)

Not performed Yes MINLP

Scenario B

Long-term scenario with
reversible lanes and UE traffic
conditions. AVs choose their
paths (selfish behavior)

UE Yes MINLP

Scenario C

Long-term scenario with
reversible lanes and SO traffic
conditions. The system chooses
AV paths (unselfish behavior)

SO Yes MINLP

The pseudo-code used to run these scenarios is detailed in the following Algorithms 1–3.

Algorithm 1 Scenario O: traffic assignment problem without the reversible lane problem

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

h = 1
While h ≤ T do
lh,h+1
i j = Lcurrent

i j
function Objective Function
min(1)
end-function
h = h + 1
Clear all decision variables
end-do

â Fix the lane variables from the currently existing
lane topology.

â Minimize the objective function which for scenario O is
function (1)
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Algorithm 2 Scenario A: the reversible lane problem without changing the traffic assignment

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

hi = 1
While h ≤ T do
read f h,h+1

i jod variables from scenario O
function Objective Function
min(1)
end-function
h = h + 1
Clear all decision variables
end-do

â Fix the traffic flow variables to those obtained in
scenario O.

â Minimize the objective function (1).

Algorithm 3 Scenarios B and C: both the reversible lane and traffic assignment problems (UE and SO)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

hi = 1
While h ≤ T do
function Objective Function
min(1) or (2 )
end-function
h = h + 1
Clear all decision variables
end-do

â Minimize the objective function, which for scenario B (UE) is
(1) and for scenario C (SO) is (2).

4. Application to the Case Study City of Delft

4.1. Setting up the Case Study

The RL-NDP model was exemplified for the case study city of Delft, in the Netherlands. Figure 1
illustrates the network of the city, which was simplified to 46 nodes and 122 links, which represented
61 road segments, i.e., each link represents a direction. There were two types of road links, with one
(1-1) or two lanes (2-2) per direction, with a free-flow speed of 50 and 70 km/h, respectively, and a lane
capacity of 1441 vehicles per hour. The city center was close to node 3, while the TU Delft campus, the
most significant traffic generator, was close to node 31. Major residential areas were in the southern
region (e.g., node 6).

The traffic demand collected by the Dutch government (MON 2007/2008) is available for transport
research. The filtered dataset contained a collection of 152 trips from 29 sampled households who
traveled inside the city on a working day in the year of 2008, ignoring external trips. Expansion factors
were given for a typical working day, usually varying from 200 to 1300, leading to 137,832 trips by
14,640 households, yielding an average sample rate of 0.2% [36]. The final travel demand corresponded
to 120,600 trips through 58 OD pairs over the day. In this case study city, the RL-NDP was exemplified
on an hourly basis, meaning that reversible lanes changed every hour—see demand trips in Figure 2.
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Furthermore, the BPR [37] function (3) used the reference values α = 0.15, β = 4.

4.2. Experiments

The RL-NDP model was implemented in the Mosel language and solved by Xpress 8.1 [38] in a
computer with a processor of 4.2 GHz Intel Core i7-7700K and 16GB RAM. Our MINLP problem was
solved by the FICO Xpress-NLP SLP solver designed for large-scale nonconvex problems that use a
mixed-integer successive linear programming approach, combining branch and bound and successive
linear programming. For convex NLP problems, global optimality is guaranteed, and the same applies
for MINLP problems if its continuous relaxation is convex. However, the relationship between the
traffic assignment problem and the reversible lane problem was not linear; hence, the global optimality
could be compromised. For more information about the Xpress Solver [39], and the existent solvers for
convex MINLP, the reader may consult reference [40].

Table 2 summarizes the results of the experiments, showing the value of the objective function
(expressed in hours vehicles) and its computation time. Scenario O took just 3 seconds, while scenario
A took 11 seconds. Since Scenario B and C held the complex non-linearity of the RL-NDP model, the
calculation time rose to 11 and 53 minutes, respectively.
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Table 2. Model results: objective function.

Period
(h-h)

Scenario O Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C

OF (1)
(h veh)

Calculus
(s)

OF (1)
(h veh)

Calculus
(s)

OF (1)
(h veh)

Calculus
(s)

OF (2)
(h veh)

Calculus
(s)

6 7 105 0.1 105 0.3 105 0.4 105 0.4
7 8 729 0.2 721 0.4 721 0.9 907 2.1
8 9 1353 0.2 1338 0.4 1325 0.8 2001 4.0
9 10 2541 0.3 2528 1.4 2523 219.6 4404 1768.6

10 11 1733 0.2 1711 1.0 1673 21.6 1900 113.7
11 12 2220 0.2 2217 0.7 2193 14.7 2802 433.3
12 13 1831 0.2 1826 0.9 1825 395.6 2183 764.1
13 14 353 0.1 345 0.4 345 0.5 353 0.5
14 15 2046 0.2 2016 0.6 1934 8.8 4988 39.9
15 16 843 0.1 841 0.6 841 6.8 858 8.0
16 17 2194 0.2 2124 0.5 2078 5.8 3191 42.7
17 18 374 0.1 370 0.4 370 0.5 373 0.5
18 19 1120 0.2 1117 0.4 1117 6.5 1291 38.6
19 20 247 0.1 247 0.7 247 0.4 250 0.4
20 21 33 0.1 33 0.3 33 0.3 33 0.4
21 22 638 0.2 627 0.3 615 1.4 658 4.4
22 23 594 0.1 544 0.5 537 0.7 569 1.0
23 24 404 0.1 402 0.4 402 0.4 406 0.4
24 1 404 0.1 353 0.3 346 0.4 375 0.4

Total 19,761 00:00:03 19,466 00:00:11 192,300 00:11:26 27,648 00:53:43
(h veh) (h:m:s) (h veh) (h:m:s) (h veh) (h:m:s) (h veh) (h:m:s)

The number of reversible lanes adapted every hour to the travel demand in order to optimize the
overall traffic system performance. Figure 3 shows the percentage of roads whose lane directions were
changed throughout the day. It also shows the percentage of road links that became one-way roads.
On average, 19% of the road links had reversible lanes, and 9% switched from two-way to one-way
direction during the day (Figure 3). Reversible lanes are optimal throughout the day, even with the
current driving paths (scenario A). In the long-term, such traffic rearrangement towards UE (scenario
B) would need fewer reversible lanes than towards an SO traffic assignment (scenario C).
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Reversible lanes were implemented hourly, so the design changed throughout the day in the
network. Figure 4 illustrates the lane configuration for the period between 9am to 10 am. The roadway
layout is colored according to types: roads with one lane per direction (type 1-1); roads with two lanes
per direction (type 2-2) or one-way roads with two lanes (type 2-0); roads with three lanes in one
direction and one lane in the opposite one (type 3-1); and one-way roads with four lanes (type 4-0).

10 

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

. 

(c) 
Figure 4. Lane configuration for the period between 9h–10h am: (a) Scenario A; (b) Scenario B; (c) 1 
Scenario C. 2 

4.3. Impacts at the Traffic Level 3 
This subsection analyses traffic performance indicators (detailed in Table 3) in every scenario; 4 

more specifically, the degree of saturation, congestion, number of congested road links, total travel 5 
distance, total travel times, and total delay. 6 

Figure 4. Lane configuration for the period between 9h–10h am: (a) Scenario A; (b) Scenario B;
(c) Scenario C.
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During this period from 9 am to 10 am, reversible lanes were mostly needed in the southern
region, close to residential areas, as people commuted to work. Besides this, the northern part of the
network was highly varied amongst scenarios A, B, and C.

4.3. Impacts at the Traffic Level

This subsection analyses traffic performance indicators (detailed in Table 3) in every scenario;
more specifically, the degree of saturation, congestion, number of congested road links, total travel
distance, total travel times, and total delay.

The degree of saturation corresponds to the traffic flow divided by the road capacity at each
link. Currently (scenario O), the degree of saturation is on average 71.4%, but with the strategy of
implementing reversible lanes that degree reduced to an average of 50.2% in non-equilibrium traffic
conditions (scenario A). In equilibrium conditions, the degree of saturation was between 51.6% and
47.9% for the UE and SO scenarios (B and C, respectively). Scenario C seems to be the best scenario
in the long-term, and that happens because the minimization of the total system travel times causes
a geographical dispersion of the traffic flows and, consequently, an overall reduction of the degree
of saturation.

The congestion shown in Figure 5 was calculated through a weighted average of the degree of
saturation using the length of each link as a weighting factor. The implementation of reversible lanes
was revealed to have a positive impact in reducing congestion, dropping from 15.7% (scenario O)
to 11.4% (variation of 4.3%) in SO conditions (scenario C). Surprisingly, the UE scenario had lower
congestion at the network level than the SO scenario, although the UE-SO difference (scenarios B and
C) was just 0.2%. This lower congestion level in UE occurs because in SO, the traffic flow dispersion
reduces the degree of saturation, but it induces slightly longer trips.
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Table 3. Model results: traffic performance indicators.

Period
Average Degree of Saturation (%) Average Congestion (%) Congested roads (Degree of

Saturation≥100%) (km) Total Travel Distance (km veh) Total Travel Times (h veh) Total Delay (h veh)

Scenario
O

Scenario
A

Scenario
B

Scenario
C

Scenario
O

Scenario
A

Scenario
B

Scenario
C

Scenario
O

Scenario
A

Scenario
B

Scenario
C

Scenario
O

Scenario
A

Scenario
B

Scenario
C

Scenario
O

Scenario
A

Scenario
B

Scenario
C

Scenario
O

Scenario
A

Scenario
B

Scenario
C

6 7 39.3% 24.1% 24.1% 24.1% 1.8% 1.2% 1.2% 1.2% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5975 5975 5975 5975 106 105 105 105 1 0 0 0
7 8 73.6% 51.2% 51.3% 48.6% 11.1% 6.0% 6.0% 5.7% 3.68 0.87 0.87 0.87 40,752 40,752 40,694 40,355 945 908 908 907 271 233 234 229
8 9 71.6% 45.5% 57.4% 47.0% 20.4% 14.5% 13.9% 15.0% 15.06 8.77 8.77 7.88 66,066 66,066 65,826 68,944 2094 2021 2018 2001 927 854 867 784
9 10 94.8% 81.4% 82.3% 70.1% 35.3% 30.4% 29.7% 30.4% 29.60 27.19 25.94 21.21 102,330 102,330 102,699 109,752 4833 4764 4690 4404 2865 2796 2708 2271
10 11 85.1% 67.9% 65.8% 58.8% 27.6% 21.2% 19.7% 19.9% 17.90 15.06 8.82 8.98 86,097 86,097 86,171 86,407 2167 2059 1903 1900 543 435 287 272
11 12 82.6% 71.8% 70.7% 63.4% 36.7% 31.9% 30.0% 31.1% 28.96 26.66 23.62 25.93 108,008 108,008 107,118 108,298 2973 2957 2880 2802 941 925 858 728
12 13 82.9% 68.3% 67.7% 62.3% 29.1% 23.5% 23.3% 21.7% 20.11 16.44 16.44 12.91 98,178 98,178 98,190 99,949 2279 2256 2266 2183 560 538 551 415
13 14 57.3% 36.9% 36.9% 36.9% 5.9% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 2.41 0.15 0.15 0.15 19,777 19,777 19,777 19,777 391 353 353 353 48 9 9 9
14 15 89.2% 77.3% 70.8% 67.0% 21.3% 17.9% 14.2% 17.0% 13.53 10.64 5.28 10.09 60,916 60,916 59,198 64,241 5581 5432 5161 4988 4419 4270 4034 3755
15 16 56.4% 44.5% 44.5% 38.4% 15.4% 12.5% 12.5% 12.6% 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 44,758 44,758 44,758 45,063 870 860 860 858 34 24 24 20
16 17 100.4% 69.7% 68.5% 63.0% 32.3% 23.2% 21.0% 20.1% 26.68 15.43 11.89 10.84 101,387 101,387 100,481 101,527 3690 3344 3203 3191 1871 1524 1406 1383
17 18 63.6% 42.3% 42.3% 42.3% 6.9% 4.3% 4.3% 4.3% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19,388 19,388 19,388 19,388 391 373 373 373 22 4 4 4
18 19 72.5% 52.8% 52.7% 46.8% 18.1% 12.9% 12.9% 13.2% 1.92 1.15 1.15 1.15 63,122 63,122 63,118 62,779 1310 1294 1294 1291 238 222 222 213
19 20 42.7% 27.2% 27.2% 27.2% 4.5% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500 250 250 250 250 4 3 3 3
20 21 36.1% 27.1% 27.1% 27.1% 0.6% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1670 1670 1670 1670 33 33 33 33 0 0 0 0
21 22 63.6% 38.5% 40.2% 35.4% 10.2% 5.7% 5.0% 5.3% 4.02 0.57 0.57 0.57 37,254 37,254 36,966 37,056 719 662 659 658 101 44 56 50
22 23 83.4% 47.6% 55.6% 55.6% 9.2% 5.7% 5.6% 5.6% 3.31 0.17 0.17 0.17 31,169 31,169 30,822 30,822 826 574 569 569 289 37 41 41
23 24 53.8% 28.1% 28.1% 28.1% 6.8% 3.4% 3.4% 3.4% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23,520 23,520 23,520 23,520 417 406 406 406 16 5 5 5
24 1 108.1% 52.5% 67.4% 67.4% 5.8% 2.4% 2.4% 2.4% 3.31 0.17 0.17 0.17 20,495 20,495 20,148 20,148 633 379 375 375 287 33 36 36
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Therefore, the congestion at the network level does not give a clear perspective of congested roads
(degree of saturation equal to or higher than one). Congested roads are a major concern in urban
regions, linked with queueing and delay. Figure 6 illustrates the length of congested links in every
scenario. Currently (scenario O), there are 171 kilometers of congested roads in a whole day. The
implementation of reversible lanes would help to reduce it to123 kilometers, with the potential of
reduction to 101 kilometers in the long run with the SO assignment.

12 

 1 
Figure 6. Congested road links evolution. 2 Figure 6. Congested road links evolution.
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It is not clear which strategy is the most beneficial: UE (selfish behavior in which every occupant
chooses a path) or SO (centralized social behavior). For example, at 9 am, congested roads were
initially 30 km and dropped to 21 km in scenario C (SO conditions). At 11 am this length dropped
from 29 km to 24 km in scenario B (UE conditions)—here, SO conditions would not be as beneficial
(26 km of congested roads). Therefore, traffic demand at each hour can perform differently in UE or SO
conditions as far as congested links are concerned.

The comparison of the total distance traveled amongst scenarios with scenario O is shown in
Figure 7. As expected, reversible lanes did not have an impact on the short-term (scenario A), because
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the paths were the same as in scenario O. In UE conditions (scenario B), the total distance reduced by
4k km veh. In SO conditions, AVs are forced to follow the optimal system paths, and the total distance
increased by 19k km veh.

Lastly, the total travel time and delay are depicted in Figure 8. Delay corresponds to the sum of
the difference between the actual travel time and the minimum travel time (in free-flow conditions) in
each road link. Reversible lanes already reduced travel times in the short-term (scenario A), especially
in the long-term (scenario C). The SO scenario C is the most beneficial, producing lower travel times
than the ones obtained in UE scenarios (A and B). There was a noticeable reduction in the total delay.
In scenarios A and B (UE), the total travel time reduction was proportional to the total delay reduction.
In scenario C (SO), the total travel time reduced by 2.9k h veh, and the total delay reduction was 3.2k
h veh, which reflects the reduction of congested roads accompanied by longer trips performed in
free-flow speed.
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Figure 8. Total travel time and total delay variation.

Figure 9 shows the percentage difference of each scenario relative to scenario O in every
performance indicator. The comparison between the UE and the SO is depicted in black boxes.
The SO was beneficial in some hours of the day (e.g., 9 am and 10 am), reducing congested roads and
total delay. There were hours in which such difference is not clear (e.g., 6 am and 1 pm). Setting up an
SO traffic distribution in some hours of the day while allowing AVs to decide on their own paths (UE)
in the remaining part of the day—called the “dual scenario”—could be beneficial. The criteria used
to create the dual scenario (summarized at the end of Figure 9) were: first, the highest reduction of
congested roads (degree of saturation equal or higher than one); then, the highest reduction of total
delay. In the remaining hours, the UE scenario was given preference so that AVs were free to follow
their shortest paths, as the SO implies paths controlled by the centralized system.
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Figure 10 shows the daily aggregated analysis—each hour was weighted by its travel demand. Of
scenarios B and C, the best solution for the whole day would be scenario C, forcing SO traffic assignment
conditions all day. Scenario B (UE conditions all day) still revealed a fair traffic performance but greatly
reduced the total distance. The dual scenario revealed an intermediate performance between scenarios
B and C in most of the traffic indicators—total travel times were reduced up to 8%, while the total
delay was reduced by 19%. Nevertheless, the dual scenario was the one that highly reduced congested
roads by 40%, still compromising the total distance, with a slight increase of 1%.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 25 
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4.4. Impacts at the Spatial Level

An essential aspect of the network design is the location of these reversible lanes. The need for
reversible lanes occurs in links where most of the traffic circulates in one direction rather than having a
balance between the two directions. In the morning commute period, many lanes will turn to one
direction, and in the afternoon, the direction will be inverted. This might indicate that those reversible
lanes will be much more dynamic in the suburbs, because traffic demand is more imbalanced in those
places compared to the city center. In this section, we analyze where the reversible lanes are being
generated throughout the day in the case study city and their corresponding degree of saturation.

Figure 11 depicts the degree of saturation in scenario O, reflecting the current situation. The
illustration shows that in the city center (close to node 3), the daily average degree of saturation is
above capacity (105%–110%). Close to TU Delft (node 31) and towards the northern part of the city,
roads are saturated way above 50% in both directions.
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Figure 11. Graphical representation of the average degree of saturation in scenario O.

Figure 12 shows the daily variability of reversible lanes and the degrees of saturation for scenario
A—reflecting the implications of reversible lanes in the first days. Reversible lanes helped the city
center (node 3) to reduce its degree of saturation (from 105%–110% to 86%–103% each way), holding a
different lane layout than the initially set 47% of the day (9 hours out of 19 hours analyzed). Close to
residential areas (node 27), there was an average small degree of saturation (5%), that set a different
lane layout than the original one 26% (5 out of 19 hours) of the day.
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Similarly, Figure 13 illustrates the results for scenario B—with reversible lanes and the system is
in UE equilibrium conditions (AVs follow their individual selfish paths). The results were similar to
scenario A. Reversible lanes reduced congestion in the city center, for example, looking at link 4-44 the
degree of saturation in the first days (scenario A) was 83%–82% each way and decreased to 68%–66%
each way in the long-term (scenario B). The lane layout of link 4-44 varied 42% of the day (in scenario
A this was 26%), i.e., in scenario B the lane layout was different from the original layout for 8 hours,
while in scenario A this was 5 hours out of the 19 hours studied in the dataset—reflecting an increase
in variability as the average degree of saturation decreases.
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Figure 14 illustrates the variability of reversible lanes and the average degree of saturation for
scenario C—the scenario that implied SO paths all over the day (AVs are forced to follow the paths
given by the centralized system). The city center clearly saw a reduction in traffic congestion under
capacity level (63%–82%), with a lane layout different from the original for 58% of the day (11 h out of
19 h), showing a higher lane layout variability.
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The dual scenario—the one where SO worked in some hours and UE in the remaining part of
the day—revealed lower degrees of saturation all over the network, strongly reflecting the congestion
reduction already mentioned. Still, the congestion located in the city center was not so well mitigated
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as in the previous scenario C (SO), though it was still better than scenario B (UE). The variability of
reversible lanes decreased in the suburbs (e.g., link 27-20 and 32-16), which can be positive for road
safety (see Figure 15).

Figure 16 zooms into the city center, showing the evolution of congestion (degree of saturation)
across every scenario. Reversible lanes already helped to reduce congestion in the short-term
(scenario A), but congested roads only disappeared in the long-term for the scenario with SO paths
(scenario C). The dual scenario revealed an intermediate performance between scenarios B and C,
although presented results closer to scenario C (working in SO conditions).
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current scenario O without reversible lanes, (b) scenario A same previous routes, (c) scenario B in
user-equilibrium (UE) conditions all day, (d) scenario C in system-optimum (SO) conditions all day,
and (e) dual scenario with SO in some hours of the day and UE in the remaining hours.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a mathematical model for solving the Reversible Lane Network Design
Problem (RL-NDP) taking advantage of a future with AVs. The model optimizes the number of lanes
in each road direction on an urban road network for every hour of the day, and it can be run under
UE or SO traffic conditions. The mathematical model was formulated as a mixed-integer non-linear
programming problem (MINLP). Our contribution was focused on studying the implementation of
reversible lanes in the short- and long-term, analyzing the immediate impacts when traffic is not yet in
equilibrium and the impacts when traffic rearranges itself, reaching a user-equilibrium. The paper also
evaluated reversible lanes, along with a traffic control system that might (or might not) take control
over AV paths and force them to follow a system optimal path—a condition only possible with V2I
connectivity and a centralized routing system that instructs AVs to follow SO paths.

Four scenarios were evaluated. Scenario O corresponded to the current situation, as traffic runs
under UE conditions without reversible lanes, i.e., a fixed lane layout. Three scenarios with reversible
lanes were considered: scenario A, reflecting the first days of implementing reversible lanes where
paths were the same as the ones experienced in scenario O; and two long-term scenarios, B and C,
that considered a UE and a SO traffic assignment, respectively. A fifth scenario was derived from
a comparative hourly analysis of scenarios B and C—the so-called dual scenario considered SO in
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some hours of the day and UE in the remaining ones, optimizing the strategy of reversible lanes on an
hourly basis.

The model was applied to the network of the city of Delft, for every hour in all scenarios, and
proved to be an easy tool to guide the reversible lane implementation throughout the day as a function
of the travel demand and the existing road capacity. The optimal solutions were obtained within
satisfactory computation times, given the combinatorial nature of the problem. The simple traffic
assignment problem, scenario O, took just a few seconds, while scenario A, which corresponded to
only deciding on the reversible lane problem, took 11 seconds. Scenarios B and C, the RL-NDP model,
took 11 and 54 minutes, respectively.

Reversible lanes have the potential to reduce the degree of saturation, congestion, congested
roads, travel times, and delay, regardless of the traffic assignment considered. However, travel distance
is sensitive to the type of traffic assignment. With UE, the total distance reduced by 0.4% while in SO
it increased by 2.0% at the same time that congestion was mitigated. In peak hours, the SO scenario
was revealed to have a better performance in most of the traffic performance indicators. The dual
scenario combining UE or SO at each hour showed a total distance increase of 1.2%. In this optimal
scenario, congested roads were reduced by 40.1%, and total travel times and delay decreased by 8.0%
and 18.8%, respectively.

The study of the spatial location of congestion and variability of this strategy revealed that
reversible lanes naturally vary more frequently in zones where demand is imbalanced throughout the
day (residential areas). In city centers, congestion can still be reduced by the use of reversible lanes,
although congested roads only disappeared in the SO scenario.

Given these results, the SO scenario was confirmed to be the ideal one in the future to reduce total
travel times, delay, and traffic congestion located in the city center. Notwithstanding this, the dual
UE–SO scenario appeared to be the best at reducing congested roads all through the day.

With the new AV paradigm, municipalities will be mostly concerned with congested road links
and their influence on air pollution and energy consumption. Therefore, a future with SO paths, which
might be a reality with automated traffic and a smart traffic control system, can have a positive impact
and contribute to achieving sustainability goals. The application of the RL-NDP model points to the
need for investment to inform AVs of their required SO paths and make the SO traffic assignment
a reality.

The RL-NDP model can be adjusted to some of the prospective benefits of the automated driving
features, such as the chance to have narrower lanes or higher traffic efficiency, which will increase
the overall road capacity. Since the main objective of this paper was to assess and evaluate how
reversible lanes improve the overall traffic system, we considered the current lane capacity as well as
the current travel demand. Yet, the model formulation allowed such changes. Certainly, an increase in
lane capacity will bring added travel time savings. For example, in the BPR function considered, an
increase of 40% in lane capacity means a reduction of 74% of the total travel time experienced in every
road link. Still, how much AVs will affect lane capacity is uncertain; literature speculates an increase
between 40% and 80% in urban roads [41,42].

Nevertheless, the RL-NDP model was formulated with the introduction of some simplifications
and assumptions—for example, the time for the lane adjustment between the different periods (hours)
was not considered, and mobility patterns were the same as today. Also, the model simplified the
dynamic of the reversible lanes’ strategy in every intersection, ignoring the number of turns, which
could generate a delay in the nodes. As future work, we may consider adding the delay in every node
in a scenario with AVs at a macroscopic perspective (i.e., network level) and studying the impacts
on pollution.
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